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Aphasia Depression

A cloud around in the dust
Playing but no one can hear
Hearing that people can’t say
Among into the brain to see
Strong wind blow into the trees
In the deep jibbers thinking why
Am little drop to understand me

Deep in the thought of the cloud
Erase in a space in the brain.
People think happy and good
Realized that it is sometimes not
Error is a bit of images only you
Slow down to your house and
Speed limit on your magic dust
Images of the blank stair
Only one problem that issue
No more than few minutes away

by James Jett
https://gardenofedin.wordpress.com/

https://gardenofedin.wordpress.com/


APHASIA

Two poems by the members of Aphasia Family UCF, describing through an acrostic
poem what “aphasia” means to them.

Access to words is harder,
Please give me time to work it out
House - Aphasia House, a place we call home
Accepting and never giving up hope
Scrambled words, but they make sense to me
I am grateful, innovative, and persistent
Amen!
Always training
Put me first
Help is everywhere
All in for recuperation
Speech ain’t nothing but a word
Independence is nearby
Aphasia is Family

Like a Soft Blue Cloud

A poem by the members of Aphasia Family UCF describing the color blue.

Blue looks like the sky after a rainy day.
It sounds like bourbon street in New Orleans.
The color blue smells like ocean waves crashing.
It tastes like blue raspberry Italian ice.
Blue feels like a cool soft cloud.



Hello Spring, Goodbye Winter

A poem by the members of Aphasia Family UCF describing the changing of seasons.

Hello, spring;
Goodbye, winter.
Hello, sunny skies and mowing the lawn;
Goodbye, cold snow and shoveling the drive.
Hello, bumblebees and tulips;
Goodbye, snowbirds and poinsettias.
Hello, bathing suits and Daylight Savings;
Goodbye, sweaters and Fall Back.
Hello, Easter bunny and orange and pastel;
Goodbye, Santa and red and green.
Hello, cherry blossoms;
Goodbye, bare trees.



The Color Blue

A poem by the members of Aphasia Family UCF

Blue looks like the ocean and the deep blue sea.
It sounds like rolling waves and rocks hitting on the sand.
The color blue smells like sea salt and freshly baked blueberry muffins.
It tastes like sweet cotton candy and blueberries and crunchy blue tortilla chips.
Blue feels like a cool breeze and calming clouds.

About Aphasia Family UCF
We are a free community group offered by UCF Aphasia House, founded by and for
people with aphasia. Our group consists of adults who are stroke survivors with
aphasia and related communication disorders, as well as undergraduate and
graduate students at the University of Central Florida (UCF) who contribute to and
facilitate group meetings. We meet on Friday’s and offer games, discussions,
puzzles, creative activities, and relationship-building activities for our members with
aphasia.
UCF Aphasia House: https://healthprofessions.ucf.edu/cdclinic/aphasia/
Our Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AphasiaFamily
Our Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/aphasiafamilyucf/

https://healthprofessions.ucf.edu/cdclinic/aphasia/
https://www.facebook.com/AphasiaFamily
https://www.instagram.com/aphasiafamilyucf/


Congratulations

My mother see me in the hospital
My mother was crying
Your little boy is okay
It’s been rough today
Don’t mind me I’m doing my thing
My therapy people got my back
Don’t cry ma, I got that
Your son is a solider – you know me ma
I played football, basketball, and baseball
Don’t be shamed, I’m capable to do my thing
I know you’re proud of me ma
God got you and me ma
Congratulations to my success, what I’ve been through
Kennedy Krieger, Sinai, and SCALE
I’m getting better everyday
I’m doing it my way
Get better everyday, I’m on my way
Better days for Hayes
Congratulations to my grind
Thank you God no man’s perfect with God
Thank you God you hold my hands
A better future for me.

Dayquan has been a member of the SCALE Aphasia Program for 6 years. I began
writing poetry while listening to rap music, which inspired me to write my ideas
down in poetry. “I want people to know that people with aphasia are not born with
aphasia like it’s a disease. I’m just a regular guy who happens to have aphasia. I do
so much more. I find my religion to be empowering.”



Nina and Frederick

I will tell freedom means, to me, no fear,”
Tells me Nina Simone, a proud woman,
As I listened to, a Frederick Douglass,
I wondered how hard meant to this freedom:
This hard struggle may be a moral one
Or, true, it may be a physical one
And it may be both: moral, physical
But, indeed, yes, we must be a struggle:
Power concedes nothing sans a demand.
It never did and it never will.

Now, find out just what any people
Will quietly submit to and to you
Have found out the exact of the measure,
Of injustice wrong which will be imposed
Upon them, and, so, these will continue
Until they’re resisted with either words,
Or blows or both; yes, with words, blows, or both:
The limits of tyrants prescribed just one:
The endurance of whom they will oppress.
These wary manacles are prescient,
But, they’re told often of each one of them.
I will tell freedom means to me, no fear,
But struggle, moral and physical,
Are still tightening with cold, wet steel chains.

Michael Obel-Omia



Steve and Debra

Tell me of the one, who, Steve and Debra
The cyclist, blown off course time and again
They cycled, Oregon, Massachusetts:
Speak, again, Steve and Debra, you are loved
You cycled 4,500 miles
147,000 feet,
Always searching the mind that could be lost:
Washington, Oregon, Montana,
Cycling, always cycling, YES, EFI,

That’s every Friendly inch, moving, cycling
Of all the cities, they saw, all of it,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, Buffalo, Albany, Boston!
We loved Every Friendly inch, and cycled:
Speak, memory, of the cunning hero,
Who smiled, cheerful, and optimistic,
Laughing at the rains, the rains pouring us,
I’m singing in the rain,loving it all!
Steve, remember, lollipop incident
You, Someone who had changed course of our lives
With a moment of simple and kindness:
And with Debra, beautiful Debra,
She’s beautiful, but, she is aphasia,
Cursed one with the tangled web of weave
12 years, battling, searching, spitting it out,
A forceful, seemingly violent to win,
No, “it matters how strait the gate” feels
And “How charged the punishments” she works
Because with aphasia, she wills it, she knows
800,000 people are stroke now,
Or every 40 seconds, pummeled



But, Debra fights, every day, she fights
She is the master of my fate, She’ll win:
With coffee, honey dew ice cream, she’ll win
Speak, great Steve, with a caregiver with her,
Tell, Steve and Deb, see every word and sites
And tell the brave tale once more in our time
How, together, we advocate for us,
Cycling Across America, this time
So we can fight, and the storm, to win
From the Pacific Astoria,
To the Atlantic dipped in the Revere:
Ah, yes, Speak, Memory, to feel so good,
In our world, with strong winds and favored friend

Michael Obel-Omia



Empty Bottles
a poem describing some of the things I have lost and found in life…

I lost a dinosaur painting
a lemon shaped piñata and
a piece of the World Trade Center /
I lost the lid
to my favorite Tupperware /
I also lost my sisters headstone
it’s already been engraved /

I lost my first love,
but found my last love /
I lost my innocence /
a home /
a high stress job and
gold glittery hoop earrings /

I found out that stepping on a crack
really won’t break mama’s back /
I lost a backpack
filled with bundt cake and macaroni /
a single lonely mitten /
an empty bottle /

when I was ten /
I found a twenty dollar bill
on the way to the county fair /
I thought I was rich /
I lost my dog /
actually /
my parents lost my dog /
the police were called /
dad rode the streets



on his yellow bicycle to find her /

I lost a bottle of aspirin /
but found it in the refrigerator
I lost a gallon of milk /
but found that in the kitchen cupboard /
I lost a camera
filled with once in a lifetime pictures /

and golf balls
many, many golf balls /

I lost friends /
the ones I thought
would be there for me /
I found too much darkness /
too much light /
too much of too much /

I lost my concentration /
my memories /
my chance to remember what I remember
and my chance to forget how /
I lost my opinions /
I lost my voice /
I lost my will to live /

and then there are the
empty bottles /
the keys
the puzzle pieces
of words /
I have lost so many words



but I have found
so many more/
I found poetry
in that /
an ability to create /
I found sanity

and resilience
a voice to express how I feel /

I found ways
to look at life in a different light /
I found situations
where I handle myself gracefully
and situations
I blow out of proportion /
I found I will have days
that I will lose it all again /
except the stubbornness in me
I never realized existed /

I have found empty bottles
and filled them with my stories

Kathryn Paulson



Aphasia the Evil One

You must be aphasia
You left me speechless...

Halloween is my favorite day
Brain locks up. Purple and red Jell-O in mold served on a platter
Wobbly, wiggly, slippery, jiggly
Listening, watching, and waiting. I am always here

Hiding in the forest. Nobody finds me
France, 1864, medical journal.  Called “aphasie” by Trousseau
See volcano and lava, fire and lightning, hurricanes and floods
I am immoral, strong, invincible

I will kill dreams like jobs and vocations
Steal their money. Break up families and friends
Cannot read books, compose letters, or understand movies
Loathing, detesting and bitterness are my game

Hating speech therapists because they help people get better
Must stop teaching people to write, talk, speak
Therapists get rid of me and make me crumble and burn
Aphasia and brain together will rule

I am aphasia, hear me roar

Rochelle M. Anderson



Darkness I Became

capsized in a sea of language
not sure how to right this ship
it’s like being trapped in a burning house
on the third floor
can’t jump to safety
my mind is the jailor
in a prison of
unexpected contingencies
feeling insecure
feeling incomplete
feeling destitute
lost in the woods
of aphasia
hanging on by a thread
a fragmented mind
waiting to swallow me whole

Douglas G. Campbell



Half of Person

YOU are a normal person.
Happy or sad;
Calm or anger;
Loved or hated.
You are free.

WE are half of a person—
We might have crutches or in a wheelchair;
Be blind or deaf;
Or have a brain injury.

I have APHASIA.
Listening is hard;
Reading is hard;
Writing is hard;
Speaking is hard.

I am very slow—
Slow with my words and
Slow processing
What YOU meant.

WE are missing something…

WE are NOT “disabled,”
But WE have “different abilities.”
WE are incredible.

WE are invincible.
WE are PEOPLE.

S.A.Y. Younger Aphasia Group



Turning Point

I love my mother the most
She was very healthy until 2014
Not feeling well
Doctor took some tests
She got leukemia!

My mother was very brave
I was not
I was very sad
I cried so much
I wanted to give my mother 20 years of my life!

My mother was at the hospital
8 months
Hoping her leukemia would go away
Didn’t happen
She passed on 2015
I was very very very sad
I thought about my mother every day

I was very healthy until 2019
My stroke!
In my dreams
I saw my parents
When I woke up in the hospital
My parents were gone

I was depressed
I wanted to be with my parents
In heaven
I didn’t want to live
Doctor gave me some medications



Felt better then
When I thought about my parents
Missed them every day

My friend passed away on 2021
He had a heart attack
Only 44
So young!
I thought about my mother
She tried so hard to fight her leukemia
I thought about my life
My stroke when I was 49
Time went away very fast!

Then I realized
I live today
As my last day
I live to be happy
I live to be peaceful
I live to be alive
Today!

Cindy Lam Walker



Hell

At New York City
My parents and I are at a restaurant
Very crowded
Later we are back at our house
I am happy

All of a sudden
I am awake!
I look around
Everything is white
Where am I?
Where are my parents?
Suddenly I realize
they are gone
My heart is broken!

In the white room
A man holds my hand
Who is he?
I kind of remember him
I try to speak but
I can’t talk
What is happening?

A lady comes in
gives me some medicine
Another lady asks
what food do you want tonight?
I can’t talk
She asks 1 or 2
I don’t care but



I nod my head
So she can go away!

When the dinner comes
I don’t want to eat
Food looks terrible
I throw them all away!
I want to brush my teeth
A lady comes to help me
with my wheelchair
I see me in the mirror!
My hair is very short
What happened?

I try to sleep but can’t!
I hate this room
I want to sleep!
I will see my parents in my dreams
I will be happy then

In the morning
A lady comes in
What do you want for breakfast?
Milk, juice, cereal, eggs, bacon?
I say “One bacon!”
Nothing else
This is the first sentence
I have spoken!

All of a sudden
I remember my job
Treasury Officer!
I worked with money!
Millions & millions of dollars



Need to go back to my job soon
Love my job!

Another lady comes in
She talks about coins
Why she talks about coins?
She says 1 penny, 5 cents,
10 cents, a quarter, one dollar
I try to count but can’t!
I can’t do the math!
What is going on?

Another lady comes in
We play with a pink putty
I fold the putty into a big round ball
holding it in my left hand
What is going on?

Another lady comes in
We go to another room
I am on my wheelchair
She helps me so I can stand!
Very hard to stand
What is going on?

I have many questions
Where am I?
Why I am here?
What happened?
Who are these people?
What is going on?

I can’t walk
I can’t talk much



I can’t do the math
I hate eating
I can’t sleep
I am depressed
I hate my life!

I am in HELL!

Cindy Lam Walker



C’mon, cowboy up!

I go to the coffeehouse.
I practiced at my home, "I want chai tea latte."
Every time I practice, it’s like clockwork.
Keep telling myself, “You’ve got this, today.”

One day I was tired, it’s crowded, and noisy.
Now I feel anxious and I can't speak.
Yikes! I had the yips for aphasia.
I feel like I’m having a losing streak.

When it's hard to talk it’s frustrating.
The harder you try, the more difficult it becomes
and you just spiral into being even more frustrated.
I’m not going to be glum.

Just deal with it and move on.
It's part of life, yup!
You need to turn your frustration "off" and turn your hope "on."
C’mon, cowboy up!

Relax, visualize, be positive.
I have a plan,
I said, "I have a speech problem called aphasia."
I can do it, Batman.

You can't control your surroundings
and frustration is a part of the cards.
Have a plan and know your limits.
It’s important to know what works.

Trish Hambridge



Remember us, not me…

Aphasia...
Yet now my Love, as we prepare, for futures unresolved,
Come sit by me and hold my hand, here’s how it will unfold.
I will forget, but you may not, the things from yesterday,
And while I do, it's up to you, to tell me it’s OK.
I’ll hear your words but wont reply, just know they mean so much
And even when you say again, I’ll know your tender touch.
My heart and eyes will see your smile, as we sit patiently,
Then when I’m gone and shuffled on, Remember us not me.

John Pops Hyde



Poem for Adler

When I went to bed last night
Tomorrow was on my mind
All the plans that I had made
But was there enough time

I will make time to visit the sick
Make phone calls in between time
Wash my clothes clean my house
And all the other things that come to mind

How could I ever imagine
I would wake up in a hospital bed
Not knowing if I was half alive
Or maybe half dead

How much time did I spend in a trance
Not knowing if it was day or night
Though I couldn’t get out of bed
I was prepared for the good fight

I didn’t know if I could get out of bed
Or whether or not I could walk
Nor if I could remember anyone or anything
Or even if I could talk

But thank God he is with me
making all things right

No matter what the problem is
The solution is within his sight

If you can sing or dance again, build a bridge, or fly a plane



Be you lawyer, doctor, teacher, artist technician
know that you can be made whole again
No matter what the problem is he will make it right
Just remember to welcome the challenge
make the most of this God given life

Betty Moore



The Seasons of Brain Injury for Me

This poem describes metaphorically what I endured from having a brain injury.

The Seasons of brain injury for me
The 1st season of brain injury reminds me of autumn.
My brain is a tall strong tree,
With vibrant colors at the peak of an alluring fall day.
Abruptly It grows jet black - storm clouds gather and the air is heavy,
The thunder roars and the lightning strikes me.
The rain turns to hail as it hammers upon my branches.
A tornado approaches thrashing it’s way into my world,
Yanking me up by my roots.
I think I’m standing, but my roots are frayed. . .
I can’t seem to reach the earth,
And home - no longer exists.
I descend into a slumber.
I attempt to climb out.
I’m chilly, the sun no longer warms me.
I’m frantic - no time to grow sturdy roots.
My leaves are falling and yet it does cover my frayed roots.
Maybe no one will notice. . .(?)
Winter is here in a blink of the eye.
I’m frozen in this time of just not knowing. . .
Questioning what happened to all my leaves covering my limbs
and hiding my frayed roots.
This was my first decade of brain injury.
I’m bare and it’s snowing. . .
I’m chafed from the temperature drop.
It is a cold blustery winter, none like I’ve ever known.
I keep expecting the weight of the wet snow,
And the fifty bellow days. . .
The snow becomes extremely dense,
unbearable at times,



And I am just holding. . .
holding… holding… holding.
This was my second decade of Brain injury.

Frost bit, branches cracking from the weight of the icy snow.
I manage to radiate enough to look like a sturdy winter tree.
I’m able to observe the moon glow off the fresh snow on crystalline winters night.
And the stars are so bright - they enhance the darkness.
Nevertheless I see all the stars.
I’m inadequate in finding the Big Dipper,
No one knows that but me.
I don’t know who to ask or who to trust with that information. . ?
In the past many have laughed, when I’ve asked to pinpoint the Big Dipper.
For they all felt I’ve been in the forest long enough, and should just know.
Then there are those that pointed,
While I gazed up to see with hope. . .
They cut many of my branches off - to warm themselves,
Leaving the other branches vulnerable.
No one can see what I can’t find in my mind.
I continue to try to stand straight to be part of the forest.
My third decade of brain injury
I think I’m still standing. . .
Watching everyone move forward but ME.
And those branches taken - mattered. . .
They were decades of strength, love, nurturing and shading others as they
achieved.
Here I am still naked, now wet and cold from the winter past,
And it is dark and gray like Wisconsin mud season. . .
The snow is melting, the ground rapidly defrosting,
I don’t feel safe in this thick sludgy mud, it’s like quicksand.
My trunk took a beating - weathered from all the storms,
all the passer Byers that carved their names in my trunk,
And those who sought refuge under my branches - are gone.
I’m stuck - and I need to be pieced back together.



Seven years into my fourth decade.
Most of my limbs are absent.
Yet I know I’m going to be okay.
Maybe I don’t really need them. . ?
I needed personal growth, with faith, time, prayer.
In the mist of mud season I saw spring erupt.

Spring hasn’t looked this beautiful in a long time.
I began to Tweak myself toward the sun,
Even if it was just a little each day.
My trunk grows in a different direction now,
You can’t see the missing branches nor the carvings in my trunk.
My tree looks full this way,
Only if you stayed through all the seasons would you know.
But No one visits a bare tree on a cold winter’s day.

Lisa Monopoli



Word Dance

This poem also speaks metaphorically on how I dealt with having a communication
disorder after a brain injury.

My words once elegant graceful like a ballet,
On time - in sync - as if I were ballroom dancing.
I could waltz, foxtrot or quickstep as I spoke,
I smiled as I rumba or tango my way through communication.
Now I fumble - often afraid to speak.
For my tap shoes no longer make a sound,
My cha-cha-cha is more like blah-blah-blah,
My swing dance doesn’t work all by myself.
I decided to folk dance to speak a language block…
With rigid rules and limitations to the communication dance,
I found myself speaking as if I were a Modern dance.

Lisa Monopoli



Words of Encouragement from the Gavel Club. The daffodil symbolizes resilience
and hope. The Gavel Club participants shared how they put these Gavel Club theme
words and words of encouragement into practice in their lives.



Sean is a founding member of the SCALE Aphasia Program. Attending since 2008.
Sean’s poem, Tic-Tac: Coming to Terms, can be read differently every time. To Sean,
poetry is sounds, words and meanings. Sean wants people to know that aphasia
has a different meaning every day.



John Pops Hyde


